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WHY PARTICIPATE?

Collecting change for change is a wonderful way to get fellow
employees and members of the community engaged in
making a difference. Every single donation makes a difference
for our friends and neighbors in need.
Rallying around a common cause is a great way to team build
and when groups compete, everyone wins!
Getting started is easy. United Way can provide posters
and containers to collect the coins. Place it in a very visible
location and let the competition begin.

FUN WITH A TWIST!

COLLECTION LOCATIONS

600 W. WACKERLY
CONTACT: SONNI JEWEL
PHONE: 835-5100, EXT. 1261
400 DARTMOUTH DRIVE
CONTACT: MAX RUSSELL
PHONE: 835-5100, EXT. 1313

RESULTS DEADLINE

FINAL RESULTS NEED TO BE TURNED
INTO UNITED WAY NO LATER THAN
NOVEMBER 13TH.

Many competitors will declare a Penny War and all pennies in
their jar count in the positive. The twist is that any dollar bills
or silver deposited to their container counts against their total.
Teams can have fun “sabotaging” their competition, while
making an even bigger impact.

COLLECTING AND COUNTING

Members First Credit Union has offered to count all of the
coins and dollars for everyone participating!
If you would like the money to be counted separately, be sure
to separate them before bringing them to MFCU.
The earlier you bring your change in, the easier it will be to get
results! Drop off your change and pick up results the following
day.
Members First Credit Union is happy to conduct the final
counts. You can pick up the check or have Members First send
a check directly to United Way of Midland County.
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